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R. ANDERSON SUTTON

Performing Arts and Cultural Politics
in South Sulawesi

Music and dance have long played an important role in the cultural life of
the peoples of South Sulawesi. Yet these arts have drawn relatively little
attention from scholars, particularly in the post-colonial era. Over the
course of this century, much has changed in this region in both the
contexts and forms of performance. With local political autonomy largely
crushed by the Dutch in the early years of this century, the systems of
royal patronage have entirely disappeared. And following the fifteen years
of rebellion against the new Indonesian republic, led by Kahar Muzakkar
(1950-1965, see Harvey 1974), South Sulawesi has taken its place as one
of many provinces making up 'Kawasan Timur Indonesia' (Indonesia's
Eastern Zone). As such, it has been somewhat less favoured than Java and
Sumatra in the development plans of the national government under
President Suharto's New Order. Nevertheless, national policies pertaining
to culture, including the performing arts, have had significant impact on
South Sulawesian society. While some musicians and dancers maintain
their village forms of recreational and ritual music, there are many whose
approach to performance has changed in response to the new national and
regional agendas.

This study is an exploration of the contexts of performance in South
Sulawesi, primarily in the 1990s, but with reference to the previous several
decades. My findings are drawn mostly from two periods of study in South
Sulawesi during the summers of 1993 and 1994. The resulting study is not
intended as an ethnographic account of performance within a particular
small community, but rather as an introduction to issues that deserve the
attention of Indonesianists, whose concern with performing arts during the
post-colonial era has been focused almost entirely on Java and Bali.

I was drawn to South Sulawesi largely by an encounter I had in Jakarta
in September 1979 with students from the performing arts high school of
South Sulawesi.1 The performances they offered in a pan-Indonesian
festival were striking, and yet, as stage presentations, clearly not as
successful as those of Java and Bali. The students from South Sulawesi
confided to me a sense of embarrassment that their arts could not measure
up to the far more spectacular dance and music traditions of their Javanese

1 At that time known as Sekolah Menengah Karawitan Indonesia (SMKI), lit.
'Secondary School for Indonesian Performing Arts'. See further the section below
entitled 'Formal arts education in South Sulawesi'.
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and Balinese peers. Despite the interest I expressed in the genres they
presented, it was evident to them and to me that the cosmopolitan
audience in Jakarta had not been very enthusiastic.

Based on this initial impression, I expected to find performers in South
Sulawesi preoccupied with measuring up to Javanese and Indonesian
national norms. During my two periods of study there, I found substantial
evidence of such concern among a small group of educated urban elite
seniman ('artists'). Yet even those most cognizant of national artistic
standards and trends were not fully engaged in mounting South
Sulawesian or local ethnic counterattacks. What they shared, however,
was a concern for artistic quality and innovation that transcended existing
ethnic categories and that sometimes made cross-fertilization the basis of
such innovation. The many village-based performers I met, on the other
hand, expressed a range of intense intra-provincial, inter-ethnic, and intra-
ethnic rivalries. The village musicians with whom I spoke at greatest length
had considerable knowledge of genres and traditions of at least several
major ethnic groups of South Sulawesi (their own and others), but very
little knowledge of traditions from elsewhere in the archipelago, including
Java and Bali.

Despite their political dominance at the provincial level and their status
as the numerical majority in the province (roughly 4,000,000 out of a total
of 7,000,000), the Bugis do not exercise cultural hegemony, at least not
within the performing arts. Though one might expect Bugis music and
dance to dominate, particularly in pan-provincial festivals and public cere-
monies, the traditions of other ethnic groups in South Sulawesi are no less
represented. Indeed, at events I attended, I found Bugis arts taking a some-
what lower profile than the more virtuosic and exuberant performances of
the Makassarese and the Torajans. Nevertheless, in strongholds of Bugis
populations Bugis arts prevail, just as Torajan arts do in Toraja, and so
forth. Based on my own observations in several areas and on what many
local people told me, if a village ritual does not incorporate 'traditional'
music and dance of the local ethnic group, it is far more likely to involve
local varieties of popular music (dang-dut or several varieties of brass band
or bamboo aerophone ensembles) than the traditional genres associated
with any other of South Sulawesi's ethnic groups.

Regional cultural identity in South Sulawesi

As any visitor is told many times over, South Sulawesi has four main ethnic
groups - the Bugis (the majority, famous for shipbuilding and seafaring,
often ranging far from home and settling overseas), the Makassarese
(lowland traders, also famous for seafaring, though somewhat less likely to
settle far from home), the Mandarese (traders and fishermen), and the
Torajans (highland rice cultivators). The majority of Torajans are Christian;
the other groups are predominantly Muslim. While some Torajan families
have amassed considerable wealth through commercial ventures, the Bugis
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are generally said to be the wealthiest of the four groups and have held
most of the top posts in provincial government and civil service offices (see
Millar 1989:20-1). The ethnic group routinely excluded from the list is the
Chinese, who have a long history in Ujung Pandang, and, as elsewhere in
urban Indonesia, dominate the commercial sphere (Millar 1989:20).

The question of cultural identity is a particularly complex issue in South
Sulawesi, more so than in Java or Bali. From the moment of my arrival, I
sought evidence, both explicit and implicit, of people's sense of identity -
from local identity (village, administrative district), sub-ethnic group
identity (e.g., Makassarese from Selayar, Makassarese from Gowa; Bugis
from Bone, Bugis from Luwu), to ethnic group identity, provincial identity
(South Sulawesi), island identity (Sulawesi), broad regional identity
(eastern Indonesia), and national identity (Indonesian). I was interested in
the relative strength of these identities in the individuals I met in the course
of my encounters.

I sensed only a weak and contrived sense of any pan-provincial (South
Sulawesian) or pan-island (Sulawesian) identity, despite some efforts to the
contrary within the performing arts, particularly among college-educated
urban elite. Foremost in such efforts has been the work of Ibu Andi
Nurhani Sapada (henceforth 'Bu Nani', as she is known to all), a woman of
mixed Bugis and Makassarese ancestry, now in her sixties, who choreo-
graphed dances and arranged music that transformed ritual genres,
primarily from the four main ethnic groups of South Sulawesi, into stage
items that are studied and enjoyed by the urban elite of all four groups and
by tourists. And in several of her dance-music works she incorporated
elements from other parts of Sulawesi (central, north, and southeast) as
well.2 Yet even today, knowledgeable audience members readily identify
the style of the dances she has arranged or choreographed as 'Bugis',
'Torajan', etc., and only rarely as 'South Sulawesian'. It is outsiders -
other Indonesians and foreigners - who are more likely to see them simply
as 'South Sulawesian'.

Prominent genres in local traditions

In order to build an understanding of current cultural politics within the
realm of performing arts, I sought to identify those genres or traditions that
are held by the local populace to be 'traditional', or 'old', and to gain a
sense of recent activities that draw on and transform these genres. I

2 Most famous is her Tari Sulawesi Pakrasanganta, lit. 'Our Country Sulawesi
Dance', in which each of ten cultural regions of Sulawesi is represented by a dancer
wearing traditional costume from the region and performing dance movements
derived from the region. Four 'regions' (i.e., ethnicities) of South Sulawesi are
represented (Bugis, Makassar, Mandar, and Toraja), two of Southeast Sulawesi (Buton
and Kendari); two of North Sulawesi (Gorontalo and Menado), and two of Central
Sulawesi (Donggala and Kulawi). See Sapada 1975:50-5. On Sapada's biography, see
Soepanto et al. 1991.
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encountered a range of musical and dance genres closely associated with a
small number of rituals, usually celebrating a circumcision or wedding,
although in Tana Toraja (the highland homeland of the Torajans) most
often related to funerals (see Kartomi 1981).

Among the Makassarese, slow and graceful dances known as pakarena
persist in a variety of forms, usually performed by a group of four or six
young girls and accompanied by a small ensemble that features virtuosic
interlocking drumming (on ganrang), spirited, continuous playing of a
double reed (puik-puik),3 with knobbed gong (gong) and .slit-gong
(kattok-kattok).4 Makassarese and others often point to the remarkable
contrast between the pace and feel of the dance and that of the music.
Both the dance and the music have become emblematic of Makassarese
traditional culture and, in some circles, of an emerging 'South Sulawesian
culture'.

Equally widely recognized is the Torajan dance known as pagellu, in
which female dancers are accompanied by one or more Torajan double-
headed drums (gandang), each played usually by four (and nearly always
two or more) drummers.5 This, along with ma 'badong, a distinctive genre of
pulsed singing performed by men in a large circle,6 constitute the best
known of the Torajan genres performed at funerals (or, as they were
referred to in Indonesian, pesta orang mati - literally 'dead person party').

The stately sacred dances known as pajaga and the more lively and
secular pajoge, both accompanied by a pair of drums (genrang), are the
best known of the Bugis dances.7 The other prominent genre of Bugis
performance is songs accompanied by a two-stringed kacapi (boat-lute)
and biola (violin), often with drum and other percussion instruments.

Mandarese performing arts are less widely known within the province,
but among them the female dance genre known as patuddu, again with
predominantly percussive accompaniment, stands out and is often mention-
ed as representative of Mandarese tradition (Nadjamuddin 1982:127-56).

It should be noted here that the province has other, less prominent sub-

3 Spelling for South Sulawesian languages is not completely standardized. In
particular, glottal stops, which occur frequently at the end of Makassarese words, are
indicated in some sources with an apostrophe, in others with the letter 'k', and in still
others are not indicated at all. I have opted for 'k' in Makassarese words, as that is the
system most widely used in scholarly publications in Makassarese and the system
promoted in school texts.
4 On pakarena, see Kaudern 1927b:474-7; Holt 1939:21; Sumarjo et al. 1972:26-9;
Sapada 1980; Nadjamuddin 1982:39-88; Soepanto et al. 1991:49-51.
5 Concerning this and other Torajan dances, see Bulo 1989:22-38; Holt 1939:70-3;
Nadjamuddin 1982:157-90; Sumarjo et al. 1972:34.
6 On ma badong, see Kaudern 1927b:419-21; Holt 1939:52-3.
7 Description of a large variety of Bugis dances can be found in Lathief 1983. On
pajaga and pajoge, see Lathief 1983:28-36, 43-9; Nadjamuddin 1982:89-126; Holt
1939:79-96; Kaudern 1927b:473-7; and Sumarjo et al. 1972:32-4. On music of the
Bugis, see Sumarjo et al. 1972:8-25 and Sumarjo 1973.
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cultural groups, such as people of Enrekang and Mamasa, both near Tana
Toraja, but quite distinct from the (Sa'dan) Torajans in language, dress, and
expressive culture.8 In the eastern part of the province, in the Kajang area
of Kabupaten Bulukumba, live a group of people speaking Konjo (usually
classified as a dialect of Makassarese, but judged by some to be a separate
language; see Noorduyn 1991:152). The Konjo speakers maintain a
distinctive genre of flute and vocal music (basing-basing), as well as dance
and drumming traditions reminiscent of both Makassarese and Bugis. In
the northern region of Luwu, though predominantly Bugis, a variety of
indigenous dialects persist along with the recent addition of Javanese and
Balinese languages, spoken by 'transmigrants' who have been resettled in
Luwu through the frequently disastrous government relocation programme
(transmigrasi).

It is beyond the scope of this study to begin to attempt an inventory of
performance genres associated with any of South Sulawesi's ethnic
groups. The Bugis scholar-performer Halilintar Lathief has spent years
working on just such an inventory, summary descriptions of which appear
in several short monographs (Lathief 1983, 1994a, 1994b, 1994c). My
primary interest is in conveying a sense of the transformations in music and
dance and the forces shaping them. Just as in Java, I was confronted with a
clear consensus that local music and dance were in danger of disappearing,
or at least of losing their traditional base of support. Royal patronage had
completely disappeared, and support by villagers hosting rituals was
dwindling rapidly. Whether it was an urban businessman, a university
professor, or a struggling village musician, the opinion expressed to me
again and again was the same: that music and dance performances in so-
called 'traditional' settings - primarily for rituals, usually in villages - were
less frequent than they were a generation ago and that the younger
generation showed little interest in continuing these traditions, having
been seduced away by foreign and foreign-influenced 'pop' music. Those
familiar with the urban situation could point to a number of formal
institutions devoted to nurturing - the usual terms were melestarikan
('preserving') and mengembangkan ('developing') - traditional arts, but
were not at all confident that such institutions could stave off what they
saw as rapid change and irretrievable loss. As one somewhat eccentric
Bugis nobleman from Luwu put it to me, one cannot save a tradition based
on royalty (here, Luwu royalty) by creating foundations, institutes, schools,
or holding government-sponsored contests and festivals; one needs,
instead, a palace. He has been successful in raising funds to re-establish a
palace in Palopo, the main city in the northern Bugis region of Luwu.
While I was unable to visit the newly constructed palace in Luwu, I
devoted much of my attention to the contexts in which performance is

8 A comprehensive survey of South Sulawesian languages with an extensive
bibliography is given in Noorduyn 1991:137-228.
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presented, supported, studied, bought and sold, and subjected to pressures
and influences new and powerful.

What, then, are the most visible forces bearing on change in aesthetic form
and meaning? Government policy, as enacted through support for contests,
festivals, formal education, and nationally controlled media, is clearly a
major force, although not entirely consistent in its application or its effect. I
begin here with some cursory remarks about educational institutions and
the mass media, which, as I have argued elsewhere (Sutton 1991), have
stimulated significant change in the traditional arts of central and eastern
Java. In South Sulawesi, neither the mass media nor the formal educational
curricula have been as heavily engaged in representation and dissemina-
tion of traditional arts as has been true in Java since the 1950s, but they
both constitute components of growing significance in the contemporary
world of performing arts in South Sulawesi.

Formal arts education in South Sulawesi
Performing arts have been taught outside of traditional village and court
contexts only since the early 1950s, when a few private teachers, including
Bu Nani, began to arrange music for local instruments and to choreograph
dances inspired by local ritual dances or depicting local folk activities.
With the founding in 1962 of the pioneering Institut Kesenian Sulawesi
('Sulawesi Arts Institute'), also under Bu Nani's leadership, formal arts
education expanded from family-run troupes to a network with branches
in most of the province's districts (kabupaten). Most of the students,
however, were amateurs with sufficient leisure time to devote to music or
dance as a kind of diversion, though some of the most talented began their
own family-run troupes performing occasionally in hotels or for govern-
ment-sponsored functions.

In the early 1970s, the efforts of Bu Nani and S. Munasiah Nadjamuddin
(Bu Munasiah), both women with extensive experience in dance
education, led to the founding of a private Konservatori Kesenian Sulawesi
(Mangemba 1978:49). This became a government-sponsored Konservatori
Tari Indonesia in 1974 (Punagi 1975), with the same official status as other
secondary schools for performing arts in Java, Bali, Sunda, West Sumatra,
and North Sumatra. In 1977-78, a Javanese-dominated Department of
Education and Culture decreed that the name of this and all other govern-
ment-sponsored secondary schools devoted primarily to indigenous (as
opposed to Western classical) performing arts be changed to Sekolah
Menengah Karawitan Indonesia (SMKI). The term karawitan is a Javanese
word, referring to gamelan music (a tradition foreign to South Sulawesi),9

9 Despite a relatively large number of Javanese living in South Sulawesi, particularly
in the large city of Ujung Pandang, there are, I was told, no gamelan performing
groups. Halilintar Lathief, now in his early forties, recalls occasionally hearing
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in particular the court and court-derived gamelan music of central Java,
and connoting the other closely associated Javanese arts of dance and
wayang kulit (shadow puppetry). In Padang Panjang, West Sumatra,
although not in Ujung Pandang, the government provided a large set of
Javanese gamelan instruments, with the idea that non-Javanese Indo-
nesian performing artists should have familiarity with this 'great tradition'
deriving from the Javanese courts. In the early 1990s, in recognition of the
obvious Java-centrism of the term karawitan, it was decided to change the
name of the school to the more culturally neutral Sekolah Menengah Seni
Pertunjukan (SMSP - lit. 'Secondary School for Performing Arts').
However, as of late 1995, the name had not yet officially been changed,
although the initials SMKI are now interpreted as Sekolah Menengah
Kesenian Indonesia - lit. 'Secondary School for Indonesian Arts'.
Founded and first located in downtown Ujung Pandang in the early 1970s,
it moved in the 1980s to the town of Sungguminasa, 11 kilometres
southeast of Ujung Pandang, where it is today.

At SMKI students concentrate on performing arts, but fulfil national
secondary school requirements in everything from foreign language study
to 'moral education in the national five principles' (pendidikan moral
pancasila), thereby qualifying graduates for civil service jobs as teachers
or bureaucrats. It is here that one might expect to see radical trans-
formations of traditional performing arts, and in particular, bold experiments
in blending across ethnic boundaries. To some extent this blending takes
place, but it appears not to be a well-articulated agenda of the institution.
Much of the music and dance taught is clearly identified by genre and by
ethnic origin, in essence reinforcing notions of ethnic difference. However,
most teachers are responsible for a number of local genres, not just the ones
from their own ethnic background. And at least one of the dance teachers
(who is married to the head of the dance programme at SMKI, Sirajuddin
Bantang) is a native of Purwokerto, Central Java, and occasionally teaches
Javanese dances as well as those of South Sulawesi. Among the music
teachers, several are from outside the province - two from North Sulawesi
and one from the island of Flores.

The only music teacher from South Sulawesi at SMKI is Samsul Qamar, a
Makassarese whose musical background has emphasized training in
Western instruments (guitar and keyboard) as well as Makassarese instru-
ments (ganrang, puik-puik, and suling). He teaches both acculturated
(Western pop-influenced) music and Makassarese music at SMKI. During

gamelan music when he was a child, but reports that, to his knowledge, such activity
has ceased. His wife, Javanese dancer Ninik Sumiyani, experimented in the mid-1980s
with performing a golek (solo female dance) of the Yogyakarta court tradition to the
accompaniment of gamelan music played by Javanese living in Ujung Pandang, but
found that the musicians were mostly from East Java, had limited skills, and the
gamelan itself, which had been unplayed for years, was out of tune and in a state of
bad repair (with some keys and kettles broken or missing).
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the summer of 1993 he began participating in an 'upgrading' programme
in Yogyakarta (Java) at the government-sponsored Pusat Pengembangan
Penataran Guru Kesenian ('Arts Teachers' Training/Upgrading Centre').
The programme requires his presence in Yogyakarta for periods ranging
from three to six months, interspersed with periods of teaching and data-
gathering in South Sulawesi. While not wishing to denigrate too severely
the programme in which he was privileged (and funded) to participate, he
expressed some apprehension over the preoccupation at this Javanese
training centre with notation (based on Javanese kepatihan cipher
notation) for the teaching of music and with floor plans and staging
(deriving primarily from Javanese dance and dance-drama genres) for the
teaching of dance. The instructors are mostly Javanese performing artists
themselves and, according to Qamar, assume that certain characteristics
basic to Javanese traditional performing arts, such as binary rhythm and
cardinal orientation in space, are found in the music and dance of other
Indonesian regions as well. Qamar pointed to several prominent genres of
Makassarese music and dance (for example, the martial arts form pencak
silat of the Makassarese, accompanied by drumming in triple metre) which
do not conform to this Java-based Indonesian 'standard'. He is aware of
the Java-centric orientation of the training he is receiving, but seems
somewhat resigned to its adoption in South Sulawesi and throughout the
nation as part of the national drive towards standardization in pedagogy.

Following the example of the SMKI institutions in Java (Yogyakarta
and Surakarta), South Sulawesi's SMKI has published a few stencilled
monographs on local genres. Most of these are short descriptions of
individual dances of one or another ethnic group (Lintin et al. 1983a,
1983b, and 1983c). While these have to a certain extent objectified and
reified the genres, they have not aimed at redefinition within a national
framework. On the other hand, Patadungan's Vokal Karawitan Toraja,
1982, presents notation and theoretical discussion of diverse vocal
traditions of the Toraja, following the model of such Javanese writers as
R.L. Martopangrawit, and even lumping them together under the term
karawitan, borrowed from the Javanese by way of nationally imposed
nomenclature. The SMKI library is pitifully understocked, with a few
books and magazines acquired piecemeal through gifts, a growing supply
of senior student reports on local performance troupes, multiple copies of
educational materials produced by the central office of the Department of
Education and Culture (mostly concerning Javanese performing arts), and
row after row of empty shelves, seemingly awaiting the volumes that could
be written about South Sulawesi's and other eastern Indonesian arts.

Several of the senior faculty members at SMKI mentioned to me the
vision of this institution as an arts school for students not only from South
Sulawesi, but from other parts of Sulawesi and eastern Indonesia as well.
Indeed, this vision would conform with the reality of dance and music
teachers from North Sulawesi and Flores (although not from Java). Yet
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practicalities have limited the student clientele almost entirely to local
students, from the province of South Sulawesi - more particularly, from
Ujung Pandang and the several districts nearest to the school.

At Institut Keguruan Ilmu Pendidikan (IKIP) Ujung Pandang, the
teachers' college, a degree programme in dance is co-taught by Halilintar
Lathief, a Bugis dancer and scholar, and his wife Ninik Sumiyani, a
Javanese dancer who, during her eight years in Sulawesi Selatan, has
studied many local dance forms. They both hold advanced degrees from
the Dance College (Akademi Seni Tari Indonesia - ASTI) in Yogyakarta,
where they studied in the 1980s. It is at IKIP, more than at SMKI, that
cross-ethnic blending is clearly taking place in dance choreography, with
some movements and staging that suggest influences from Javanese court
dance and contemporary choreography by Javanese in central Java and
Jakarta.

A number of the IKIP students, both in the dance programme and in
other IKIP programmes, are capable performers of traditional musical styles
of South Sulawesi, and the institution has a number of drums and melodic
instruments from throughout the province. Formal classes in music were
offered for the first time in 1993 and a degree programme in music is being
planned. One teacher, Bagus Susatiyo, holds a degree from IKIP in
Yogyakarta and is himself Javanese, although he has spent much of his life
outside Java (in Kendari, Southeast Sulawesi, and more recently in Ujung
Pandang). The other two music teachers, Solihin and Sukasman, are from
South Sulawesi (both Makassarese) and have some experience with local
traditional music, yet earned their advanced degrees at the Institut Seni
Indonesia (Indonesian Art Institute - ISI) in Yogyakarta, where they took
required courses in Javanese traditional arts and in Western music theory.
When I spoke with them in August 1994, the music curriculum was under
debate, with uncertainty over the appropriate balance between Western
and traditional local musics.

Mass media in South Sulawesi
The local media - television, radio, and commercial cassettes - give far less
attention to local traditional performing arts than do the media in Java. The
primary local expressions on radio consist of South Sulawesi variants of
the nationally popular music known as dangdut. Still, one can hear
Makassarese epic singing (sinrilik),10 accompanied by kesok-kesok (spike
fiddle), or Bugis kecapi (boat-lute) ensemble music on local radio (RRI)
and television (TVRI). And, although most television programming is deter-
mined by the central unit in Jakarta and originates from Jakarta or else-
where on Java, TVRI Ujung Pandang occasionally broadcasts staged

10 A number of publications have appeared on sinrilik, mostly offering translations
along with introductory descriptions of the genre. See Arief and Hakim 1993; Basang
1988; Parawansa et al. 1984.
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traditional dances (often those choreographed by Bu Nani or Bu
Munasiah). During a tour of the studio in August 1993,1 was told by TVRI
officials that they attempted equal representation from the various ethnic
groups from around the province in their local programming, but other
sources strongly suggest that Makassarese and Bugis genres are favoured.

The local commercial cassette industry has not developed to anywhere
near the extent that it has in Java (see Sutton 1985, Yampolsky 1987). In
repeated visits to six cassette stores in Ujung Pandang in 1993 and 1994,1
found only a few cassettes of traditional music, but thousands of popular
music titles. Most active in recording what is generally identified either as
'traditional' (tradisional) or 'regional' (daerah) music has been the
company 'Special Record', which is based in a small cassette shop in
downtown Ujung Pandang and has recorded a range of Bugis and
Makassarese music. During an interview with one of the owners in 1993,
however, I was told that they have stopped production of traditional music
cassettes because of low demand from the buying public. Somewhat more
successful is the local acculturated genre known as losquin (Makassarese
song accompanied by guitar) and the sentimental national genre kroncong.
By far the most successful cassette sales are in local and national dangdut
and pop. While most 'traditional' music cassettes are labelled clearly with
respect to ethnic group and district, thereby highlighting ethnic difference
within the province, the very limited appeal of these cassettes argues
against attributing to them any major significance in the redefinition of
local culture in South Sulawesi.

Staging regional culture at Somba Opu fortress
Of considerable import in the political shaping of performing arts
presentations in contemporary Sulawesi is a festival held annually from
1990 to 1993." The first year it took place in the centre of town (the
Karebosi square), but subsequently has been staged on the island of
Somba Opu, location of the ruins of an ancient Makassarese fortress and
now a cultural park, just seven kilometres south of downtown Ujung
Pandang. This was a major centre of power during the height of the
Makassarese empire of Gowa, which stretched over much of what is
eastern Indonesia today, and was destroyed in protracted battle with the
Dutch, who, with Bugis collaboration, defeated Makassar/Gowa in the
1660s (see Andaya 1981).

During its heyday in the seventeenth century, this island was the central

11 Although anticipated by many, the festival was not held in 1994, as provincial
governmental funds were not made available. Among the many artists I questioned
concerning the apparent cancellation of the 1994 festival, none was certain as to the
rationale or the alternate use of the funds. They shared concern, however, that the new
governor, General H.Z.B. Palaguna, who first took office only months before the
1993 festival, may well be less concerned about the arts than his predecessor.
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fortress for the city of Makassar, home to more than 50,000 inhabitants,
one of the largest cities in what is now Indonesia. Though little remains
above ground of even the fort's thick walls, the site has become a focus of
attention from archaeologists, historians, local and provincial government
officials, and artists specializing in performance, architecture, sculpture, and
literature. This island stands in clear symbolic contrast to the fortress in
downtown Ujung Pandang built (or rebuilt) by the Dutch and known to
most as Fort Rotterdam. Instead, the fort on Somba Opu represents
indigenous know-how, indigenous wealth, and, above all, indigenous
military might - in particular, resistance against the Dutch, who were
unable to defeat the powerful forces of Gowa until the Bugis, under their
leader Arung Palakka, joined them. The rulers of Gowa were the first on
Sulawesi to embrace Islam, and attempted to impose this new religion on
other island residents, including the Bugis (who today are strongly
Muslim).

Benteng Somba Opu (Somba Opu fortress) has been excavated by local
archaeologists, but instead of being fenced off and protected as an
important historical site, it has served as the location for the ambitious
cultural park known as Taman Miniatur Sulawesi ('Miniature Sulawesi
Park'), rather obviously inspired by Mrs. Tien Suharto's pet project of the
1970s on the outskirts of Jakarta, Taman Mini Indonesia Indah ('Beautiful
Indonesia Miniature Park').12 The Sulawesi project has cost untold billions
of rupiah and has involved not only the building of traditional houses
(rumah adai) from each of the 23 administrative districts of the province of
South Sulawesi, but also the construction of an enormous dike to control
the water in the Berang River.13 Many of the structures have been built
atop the ruins. Thus, one at once visits a cultural park and tours the ruins of
an old fort - the former literally sits on top of the latter.

In ways that are not unfamiliar to those who study power in other parts
of Indonesia, such as Java, Somba Opu exemplifies the idea of super-
imposition and concentration of magically potent objects as a means to
accumulate power. Indeed, within the traditional houses built for the
cultural park are stored magical heirlooms (pusaka) in a concentration of
regalia unmatched anywhere else in its comprehensive representation of all
parts of the province.14 As there is no clear 'owner' or 'ruler' of Somba
Opu today, it is somewhat ambiguous who, if anyone, might have best

12 An intriguing discussion of the latter is offered in Pemberton 1994; mention of
the former is made in Robinson 1993.
13 Mukhlis, personal communication, July 1993.
14 The term pusaka is found in both contemporary Makassarese and Indonesian
languages, most likely borrowed from Javanese. In Bugis language, two kinds of
pusaka are distinguished: arajang ('royal regalia or ornaments; the inherited objects
from royal ancestors') and mana' ('personal inherited objects') (Errington
1989:307). For a discussion of powerful regalia among the Bugis of Luwu, see further
Errington 1983 and 1989:121-9.
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claim to whatever power - magical or otherwise - the site represents.
Certainly the provincial government can point to this as its own project,
since it financed much of the transformation into the cultural park, as well
as funding the archaeological excavations. It was the former governor, A.
Amiruddin (a former chemistry professor educated at Indonesia's premier
technical university, Institut Teknologi Bandung), who approved the
project and, against strenuous opposition from some, provided much of the
funding. Yet most of the recent activity, including the cultural park, as well
as several major cultural festivals, has been spearheaded by Mukhlis, a
savvy professor of history at Universitas Hasanuddin, the most prestigious
university in eastern Indonesia. It is clear that he has gained great stature
through his championing of the cultural park and the festivals; I heard a
number of Ujung Pandang residents joke about his ambitions to become
governor. He is certainly a local celebrity, better known than many, if not
all, of his colleagues on the faculty at Hasanuddin.

To add to the superimposition of old and new potency, alluded to
above, Somba Opu has been the site of a major cultural festival each of the
last three years. Only days after my arrival in Ujung Pandang in 1993, the
most recent of these began; and for seven long days and evenings those in
attendance were treated to a dizzying array of performing arts, as well as
craft displays and food samples, from most of the 23 administrative districts
of the province. Although named 'Miniatur Sulawesi', the cultural park
and the festivals presented there have so far been limited to South
Sulawesi. Mukhlis and others told me that other provincial governments
(North Sulawesi, Central Sulawesi, and Southeast Sulawesi) have been
invited to erect traditional houses (at their own expense), but have been
reluctant, at least in part because they see any potential profit going to the
people and government of South Sulawesi, where the park is located. If a
sense of pan-South Sulawesian culture is quite weak at present, a sense of
pan-Sulawesian culture is almost unimaginable,15 despite the existence
since the early 1960s of an Institut Kesenian Sulawesi (Sulawesi Arts
Institute). Instead, the people I spoke with in each of the nine kabupaten I
visited in 1993 and 1994 identified themselves primarily by language and
ethnic heritage (Bugis, Makassar, Mandar, Toraja, and so on). Although
Bugis and Makassarese languages are quite distinct, these two seafaring
peoples have participated in such extensive cultural exchange over the
past three centuries that some styles of dress, patterns of expressive culture,
and even central cultural values16 are now often referred to as 'Bugis-
Makassar'. Contributing to this blend is the relatively high rate, among the

15 This is based both upon the opinions of scholars who have lived in various locales
in South Sulawesi recently, as well as upon my conversations with people I met in each
of the nine kabupaten I visited in 1993.
16 For example, siri'/sirik - the sense of 'shame, self respect, honour' (Millar
1989:225). On this central concept, see also Errington 1989:144-68.
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Bugis musicians playing drum {genrang) and fringed bamboo idiophones
{sia-sia/lae-lae) in opening parade at 4th South Sulawesi Cultural Week Festival

held at the 'Miniatur Sulawesi' Cultural Park, Somba Opu fortress, 24 July 1993.
The guests watching the parade include district heads from each of the province's

23 districts, as well as officials from the provincial government.
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elite, of intermarriage between Bugis and Makassarese (Millar 1989:61).
The fourth Pekan Kebudayaan Sulawesi Selatan ('South Sulawesi

Cultural Week') was held 24 to 30 July 1993. It had been scheduled to
begin a week earlier, but was postponed by order of the new governor
(H.Z. Basri Palaguna) in order to accommodate the Indonesian vice
president (Try Sutrisno), who planned to visit South Sulawesi July 28-29.
This festival was partly sponsored by the Department of Tourism, and
clearly the governor wished to impress the vice president with South
Sulawesi's cultural riches and its potential for developing its tourist
industry. The opening ceremony took place from 3:00 until about 5:00
p.m. outside an enormous meeting hall (baruga). Following several short
speeches by local officials and three beats on a Makassarese ganrang by
the governor, the ceremony consisted of each of the 23 administrative
units (21 kabupaten, 2 kota madya (metropolitan areas)) presenting a
marching group of performers - musicians, dancers, transvestite priests
(bissu), and fashion models in regional costumes. These presentations
began with all the Bugis areas (11), followed by all the Makassarese (8),
then Torajan (1), and finally Mandar (3) - an order reflecting the prevailing
ethnic hierarchy within the province.

That evening, on one of the two open stages, some of the performers
from the Bugis areas presented two hours of Tari Daerah Bugis (Bugis
dances), including a newly created dance-drama 'Wicudai' portraying
Bugis shipbuilding and seafaring prowess. On each of the next four nights,
the festival presented simultaneously at different locales, a concert of
dances and a traditional ceremony (upacara adat): for example, on the
third night, Torajan dances on one of the open stages, while a Mandarese
ceremony took place in the main meeting hall. On the fifth evening, after
each of the four major ethnic groups had presented their dance concerts,
an assemblage of transvestite dancers, mostly transvestite priests (bissu)
from Bugis areas, offered an evening of ritual dances, several of them
involving trance and self-stabbing with daggers (badik/keris).11

In the late afternoon or early evening, musical groups performed non-
dance music. Unlike most of the dance performances and all of the adat
ceremonies, which involved live music and dance from one ethnic group
only, these music performances consisted of groups from at least three, and
sometimes as many as seven, different administrative districts, covering
three or four ethnic groups. In addition to what nowadays would generally
be labelled 'performing arts' (seni pertunjukan), local sports and children's
games were presented, local painters mounted an exhibition of
contemporary paintings (mostly, but not exclusively from South Sulawesi),
and makers of handicrafts marketed their wares.

The conception of musical performances based on instrumental

17 On bissu dance, see Holt 1939:27-36; Kaudern 1927b:466-8; Lathief 1983:23-6.
For general discussion of the bissu see Hamonic 1975.
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Ibu Andi Nurhani Sapada (left), with a former student Ibu Ida (centre) and daughter
Ibu We Tenrisau Nureddin (right), at the opening of the South Sulawesi Cultural

Week Festival, 24 July 1993.
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ensemble type rather than ethnic group might be seen as an important
attempt to de-emphasize ethnic identity in favour of a pan-provincial
'South Sulawesian' identity. However, the printed programmes provided
to guests at the festival clearly identified the kabupaten from which each
group hailed, thereby leaving little doubt as to the ethnic identity of each.
In fact, these events developed a kind of competitive aura, pitting groups
from different areas against one another. In one case, the drumming
performance, an actual contest was announced at the beginning, the
winner to be given the honour of opening the final evening of the week-
long festival, at which time would be announced the winners of the
fashion shows, which were held for two successive nights and featured
both 'regional' and 'national' dress.18 The night of bissu dancing also
involved groups from different ethnic groups, but the bissu (which made
up the majority of the groups) were all Bugis and only the much-derided
transvestite erotic dancer (pamasari) was Makassarese. The Torajan
participants were apparently not transvestite, but women performing a
dance normally considered sacred.

Artistic meaning at the festival
It would probably be safe to say that this week-long festival, and the
others that have preceded it, have contrasting, even conflicting meanings
for the different people involved. I spoke with a wide range of people
concerning their reactions to this festival, and I believe their answers to be
revealing in a number of arenas, not the least of which was inter-ethnic
relations. Troupe leaders spoke with great pride about their own groups,
often as representative of their ethnic group or subgroup. One of the
representatives from Luwu discussed with me at great length the subtle
sophistication of the pajaga court dance, the majestic movements of the
dancers, the haunting quality of the singing, and the long drum patterns,
demanding a superior musical memory. He said outright that Sulawesi's
other ethnic groups had nothing to match this; and he implied that his area,
Luwu, stood out above the other Bugis areas. I could not help being
reminded of the ongoing rivalries in Java, where Solonese and Yogyanese
often hold very strong opinions about the aesthetic superiority of their
local music, dance, shadow puppetry, and batik traditions. For this man,
and others like him, the festival was an opportunity to show other South
Sulawesians and a few foreign tourists the splendour of the Bugis arts of
Luwu.

18 Regional dress was defined by local ethnic identity - Bugis, Makassarese, Torajan,
and Mandarese pakaian adat (traditional dress or costume). National dress involved
coats and ties for men and modified Javanese kain and kebaya for women, based on
fashion in the national capital dating back some decades. Men in Jakarta rarely wear
coats and ties at even the most formal events today - either they wear long-sleeved
batik or ikat shirts, or else traditional regional outfits.
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Among Makassarese performers, I found a pervasive pride in the
virtuosity of the drumming in the small ensemble that often accompanies
pakarena (and that also performs music in its own right, without dancers).
Yet these musicians seemed most concerned with their own individual
excellence as performers, in comparison not just with members of other
ethnic groups, but especially in comparison with other Makassarese
drummers. The festival was to give groups an opportunity to show their
special virtuosity in a competitive spirit, even though most events, other
than the fashion show, were not explicitly judged as contests.

Audience members came for many reasons - to be part of a ramai
(bustling, lively) event, to catch a glimpse of interesting arts not usually
seen (the most commonly mentioned was the bissu performance), and to
support their own ethnic group (especially common among the Torajans,
who appeared to constitute the large majority of the audience at the
Torajan dance and traditional ceremony performances).

The local government no doubt had several important goals in
supporting this festival, including the promotion of tourism - to which a
two-day seminar was devoted during the festival and on the festival
grounds (although closed to the public). Picking up on the well-known
success of Bali and central Java as tourist destinations, local officials from
the governor on down conceived of the festival, and indeed the Taman
Miniatur Sulawesi itself, as a concentrated show of the province's cultural
riches, albeit encapsulated, exaggerated, and juxtaposed in often unpreced-
ented or unusual ways.19 The delay of the festival for one week in order to
accommodate the visit of the Indonesian vice president also suggests that
an important message was intended for the national government - that
South Sulawesi, like Java and Bali, has strong traditions of performing arts,
has significant cultural diversity within its borders, and that the provincial
government has the wisdom and means to mount a complex event that
showcases and at the same time controls this diversity.

Young artists, old arts, and alternative loci of power
For a few intellectuals, the festival represented one in a series of slow steps
in the effort to win recognition and legitimacy for traditional performance
and performers in contemporary South Sulawesi. Among these was
Halilintar Lathief, with whom I spent considerable time and to whom I am
deeply indebted both professionally and personally for his help and
comradeship through my entire stay there. With a secure position at IKIP
Ujung Pandang as a dance teacher, he has devoted remarkable effort to
placing the arts onto the local and provincial agenda. He is one of a small
but growing number of individuals who acknowledges his ethnic back-
ground but whose artistic vision transcends ethnic bounds (within South

19 Compare Pemberton's remarks on Taman Mini Indonesia Indah outside Jakarta
(Pemberton 1994:esp. 247-9).
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Sulawesi and beyond). He studied in Java, is married to one of the very
best Javanese dancers of the 1970s and early 1980s (Sumiyani), has
befriended many dancers and other artist-intellectuals in other parts of
Indonesia (including Sardono W. Kusumo, Sal Murgiyanto, and Bene-
dictus Suharto) and is a member of the new Society for Indonesian Per-
forming Arts (Masyarakat Seni Pertunjukan Indonesia). Like his cohorts in
South Sulawesi, Java, and elsewhere, he creates modern choreographies
that go far beyond the stylistic norms of any received tradition, but at the
same time he is a passionate advocate for the support of what he and most
others in Indonesia continue to call 'traditional' arts - which in Sulawesi
are primarily those performed in villages for rituals or recreation.

It was with Lathief (known to most as 'Pak Halil') and a close friend of
his, a sculptor named Amrullah ('Pak Am'), that, in August 1993,1 attended
a circumcision ceremony in Debaing, a small village in Takalar, south of
Ujung Pandang, where I encountered a group of very spontaneous
musicians playing off and on through the night accompanying four young
girls (ages 9 to 11) dancing pakarena as part of a circumcision ceremony.
The musicians were wearing everyday working clothes - they were all rice
farmers and had on T-shirts and sarong or pants. Several nights earlier I
had attended a tourist performance at a local club, where one group
presented music and dance from three cultural groups (Bugis, Makassarese,
and Torajan) and a brief fashion show incorporating traditional dress from
Mandar as well. Pak Am had come along with me. In hopes of eliciting an
honest reaction from the other, neither of us wished to make known our
reactions; but we gradually admitted to one another that, while the
costuming had been impressive and the technical abilities of the dancers
and musicians more than adequate, it had lacked spirit (Bug. sumange',
Mak. sumangak; semangat in Indonesian) and been too contrived, too
carefully planned, even the portions that feigned spontaneity. By contrast,
the village performance was spirited, spontaneous, unpretentious,
noncommercial, serving a need far more crucial to the hosts than was the
mild entertainment desired by the audience at the tourist performance.

It would hardly be earthshaking to suggest that performances for ritual
ceremonies have a certain spirit and power lacking in performances geared
towards uninformed tourists. One can cite the situations in Bali, in Hawaii,
and among various Native American groups. Yet what I wish to stress
about Pak Halil, Pak Am, and others I encountered in South Sulawesi is the
deep concern these 'modern' artists have for traditional, regional artistic
expression - something to which they can no longer limit themselves, but
in which they perceive a real locus of power that they feel is being drained
out of the arts, and thus out of the region, by tourist presentations and by
some government-sponsored presentations as well. The festival on Somba
Opu Island, arrayed around the various sites of Taman Miniatur Sulawesi,
stood midway between the club and the village circumcision performances
described above, for although it presented music and dance on stage
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Daeng Mile (left) and Pak Jamaluddin (right) playing Makassarese drum (ganrang)
accompanying pakarena dance at a circumcision ceremony in Debaing, 12 August

1993. The musicians sit on a raised stage, erected for the ceremony, facing the
dancers (see next photo).
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outside of courtly or family ritual or entertainment needs, it nevertheless
was a kind of state ceremony, and the audience was very often a
knowledgeable one, comprised, at least in part, of members of the same
ethnic group as the performers.

Towards the end of my stay, I indicated to Pak Halil and his friends a
desire to visit other parts of lowland South Sulawesi, and to observe
Indonesian national' independence day celebrations outside of Ujung
Pandang. Pak Halil suggested a visit to the Konjo-speaking peoples of
Tana Toa, (in Kecamatan Kajang, Kabupaten Bulukumba), a village whose
population dresses entirely in black, or deep blue indigo, and an area to
which visits are highly restricted. We spent nearly two days seeking the
necessary clearance to make a short visit, speak to the spiritual leader (Pak
Ammatoa) of the village, make recordings of local musicians, and take
photographs. On the evening of independence day (August 17) we were
in Tanete, a small town nearby, where local groups - mostly school-age
children - read poetry, performed skits, dances, and music ranging from
local 'traditional' genres to regional and national 'pop'.

My interest in undertaking this trip was primarily to widen my exposure
to performing arts. In the course of our travels, however, we made a
number of stops at community houses where magically powerful ritual
paraphernalia was kept - old daggers (badik/keris), flags and banners
{bate/bendera), porcelain, metalwork, and so forth. In some cases we
offered incense and meditated in front of these objects; in other cases Pak
Halil interviewed the local guardians of these objects about their particular
magical efficacy. The other artists on this trip, aside from Pak Am, included
Pak Is Hakim (a painter) and Pak Mukhtar, an illustrator who also taught
auto mechanics at a technical high school. They all seemed most interested
in visiting the different sites of these magically powerful objects (pusaka),
several times donning special traditional dress (black jackets and batik
turbans or the characteristic Bugis-Makassarese cylindrical hats known as
songko).

Pak Halil and his companions shared a passion for performing arts, to be
sure; but their interest did not appear to be primarily an 'aesthetic' one, at
least if we understand aesthetics to be concerned with abstract notions of
beauty, on a level separated from matters of power and status. While it is
not unusual, particularly in the West, to speak of such a separate aesthetic
realm, I am suspicious of attempts to isolate aesthetics from the realm of
social relations in any culture. Certainly, in South Sulawesi, these artists
were concerned with creating objects (sculptures, paintings, dances) of
beauty; but infused in their creations were themes of power, drawing
especially on local history and local symbols. In addition to their artistic
production that is seen and judged by the public, these artists seek a kind
of inner power through acts of asceticism, such as meditation, fasting, and
doing with little sleep. They participate along with others in monthly
trance sessions, often held at the Somba Opu island fortress-cwm-cultural
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Daeng Nanring (seated at left) plays Makassarese double-reed aerophone ipuik-
puik), accompanying four young pakarena dancers, 12 August 1993.
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park. These sessions, according to Pak Am and Pak Halil, help give them
strength for their daily lives, as well as providing inspiration, and sometimes
content, for their choreography and sculpture.

Bu Andi Nurhani Sapada and Pak Halilintar Lathief

Before offering conclusions to this initial study, it is instructive to consider
some of the salient similarities and differences in the creative impulses of
two major figures in the realm of dance and music in South Sulawesi: Bu
Nani and Pak Halil (who, in the mid-1970s, was a student of Bu Nani's at
Konservatori Tari Indonesia in Ujung Pandang). One a woman in her
sixties, the other a man in his forties, both have long transcended their
particular ethnic roots in developing dance and musical pieces and genres
that combine elements from different regions and do so, I would argue, in
response to a sensitivity to major historical forces impacting their world.

Bu Nani's influence has been nothing short of extraordinary. By all
evidence I could gather from reading and talking with performers
throughout the province, Bu Nani almost single-handedly shaped a stage
tradition for dance and music in South Sulawesi, composing and arranging
music and choreographing dances that drew very heavily on extant
ceremonial forms. The first of these was the Mandarese form patuddu,
which she began studying in 1947, and from which she developed her
own stage version (Soepanto et al. 1991:48). In 1952 she turned her
attention to pakarena, actually a broad category of Makassarese dance,
usually associated with rituals such as weddings or circumcisions and
formerly performed at court. The movements had been extremely slow,
limited in variety, repetitive, and involving very little movement through
space (floor plan); the music consisted of rapid-fire ganrang drumming,
with raucous puik-puik double-reed, and additional rhythmic ostinati
played on gong and slit-drum (wooden or bamboo kattok-kattok). For
stage presentations, often adapted for non-Makassarese audiences in
South Sulawesi and elsewhere in Indonesia, and sometimes for foreign
audiences, Bu Nani developed a more elaborate vocabulary of movements,
exploiting the potential of the fans held by the dancers; and she composed
songs in diatonic (Western) scales to replace the puik-puik. It was the idea
of Bu Nani and her husband, the former bupati (district head) of the Sidrap
(Sidenreng-Rapppang) district, to combine local flutes (suling) with local
boat-lutes (kecapi), which had formerly only been played in separate
ensembles (Soepanto et al. 1991:47-8). This combination is now wide-
spread, not only in the accompaniment of dances Bu Nani has
choreographed, but as music for listening pleasure as well.

One of Bu Nani's most important contributions from the standpoint of
crossing ethnic boundaries was the choreography of dances drawn from
the Torajan and Mandarese regions. Torajan traditions were generally
looked down upon by the lowland majority (Bugis and Makassarese);
Torajans were often taken as slaves by lowlanders and today are still
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Daeng Mile (left), A. Halilintar Lathief (centre), and Pak Amrullah Syam at final
meal served to guests and participants at circumcision ceremony in Debaing,

early on the morning of 13 August 1993. Special food is in the bosarak
containers in the foreground.
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considered by many to be submissive and culturally inferior to low-
landers.20 It is only recently that dancers of Bugis or Makassarese origins
readily apply themselves to the study and performance of Torajan or
Torajan-inspired dance and music. In addition, Bu Nani choreographed
several dance-dramas in the mid-1960s, one interpreting the struggles of
Raden Ajeng Kartini, the much-celebrated early-twentieth-century Javan-
ese women's advocate, another portraying the accomplishments of local
hero Sultan Hasanuddin, seventeenth-century ruler of the Makassarese
kingdom of Gowa (Soepanto et al. 1991:54).

Clearly Bu Nani has maintained an abiding concern throughout her
career for performing arts forms of South Sulawesi. Yet she acknowledges
aesthetic influences from the West, beginning with her training in ballet
and Western music while she was growing up. She attended a Dutch
school and during the peak of her career made frequent trips abroad,
visiting ballet and other dance schools as well as presenting her own
dances on Indonesian cultural missions.

In contrast to Bu Nani's work, the dance choreography of Pak Halil has
tended, at least in recent years, to draw on some of the more obscure and
even controversial genres of South Sulawesi. In particular, he has
choreographed dances based on bissu trance dances, in which dancers
manipulate daggers (kris), pressing the sharp tips into their hands and
necks. He has also drawn on the Makassarese fire dance pepepepe, in
which entranced dancers demonstrate their invulnerability to fire from
torches held close to their bodies.

Pak Halil has choreographed a number of dance-dramas relating to
themes of power, usually with local South Sulawesi themes and symbols.
During 1993 I saw two performances of his acclaimed 'Sere Palanro'. The
word sere is a Bugis and Makassarese term for 'war dance', sometimes
used as a general term for dance. Palanro translates as 'metal worker' - in
particular, a maker of magically charged daggers and lances. It is also used
to refer to the supreme being in pre-Islamic Bugis cosmology (Datu
Palanro), above Batara Guru, the divine being who descended to earth to
become the first king in Luwu (Kern 1989:4). Pak Halil's 'Sere Palanro'
employs a core of four male dancers, moving vigorously, sometimes against
a counterpoint of graceful female dancers, who observe the transformation
of men into warriors by a symbolic exchange of headgear provided by the
king, who also moves in bold, masculine movements. At the end this king
charges into battle waving a sacred heirloom flag, exhorting his men to
attack in an exaggerated vocal style used by Makassarese for uttering
oaths, known as ngaru.

The sense of this dance-drama, regardless of any particular historical
referent, is one of defiance by local South Sulawesians against any outside

20 For background on the subservient role of Torajans in the South Sulawesi
lowlands, see Bigalke 1983 and Sutherland 1983.
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force. The dance choreography employs sophisticated floor plans, con-
trasting male and female dancers. The musical accompaniment, at times
experimental, is mostly loud and spirited Makassar-based music, with no
perceivable influence from Western or Western-inspired popular genres,
nor from traditional Javanese music. The costumes are a combination of
traditional Makassarese and Bugis dress and new creations inspired by
traditional dress. The typical Makassarese tall (and often limp or bent) ikat
headdresses, for example, are replaced by almost impossibly tall and stiff
ikat, in stylized exaggeration of this marker of local identity. Even the title
of the work emphasizes local rather than national cultural identity in its
choice of the term sere (Bugis/Makassarese), rather than tari (Indonesian)
for 'dance'.

In sum, most of Bu Nani's creations are folkloric in feel, drawn from
traditional dances but modified for stage, or depicting folk activities
(weaving, picking coffee) - all with great emphasis on costumes only
slightly modified from traditional versions, with more active staging and
floor plans. Her dances are consequently pleasant to watch, but would be
unlikely to be interpreted as stirring or challenging. She seems much con-
cerned with her reputation as an artist, and little concerned with projecting
any message other than 'beauty' in her dances, despite a few dances that
draw on indigenous religious beliefs (outside of orthodox Islam).21 She
readily acknowledges the influence her Western-style education has had in
her approach to choreography and musical composition. Pak Halil also
draws on traditional dance and music of South Sulawesi, but incorporates
these into dance-dramas that project an aura of power, resistance to
outside pressures, be they Western aesthetics, Dutch invaders, or Javanese-
based notions of Indonesian 'national' culture. Nevertheless, Pak Halil's
years in Yogyakarta at ASTI, and his artistic collaboration with his
Javanese wife, have made for some obvious Javanese and contemporary
Indonesian influences in his dance-dramas. Some of the movements,
particularly those executed by the female dancers, bear close resemblance
to the refined and fluid movements of Javanese female court dances, such
as srimpi and bedhaya. And the blocking and floor plans conform to the
aesthetics of the more successful recent dance-dramas choreographed by
top Javanese choreographers in central Java and Jakarta. Furthermore, in
close parallel with some Javanese choreographers, Pak Halil's approach is
at least partially mystically driven, evidenced not only by the content of his
dances, but also by his ongoing efforts to place himself in the presence of
traditional loci of mystical power - visiting regalia houses; emphasis in his
research and choreography on dances connected with trance and
shamanism, such as the bissu; and participation in monthly trance sessions
with his colleagues.

21 For example, Tari Marellau Pammase Dewata, 'Asking Blessings of the Gods'
(also known as Tari Madduppa). See Sapada 1975:17-22.
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Conclusion

Though a province with the same official status as Central Java and East
Java, South Sulawesi is the site of a complex process of cultural negoti-
ation on a number of fronts, including the performing arts. Local performers
adapt to changing social contexts of performance, simultaneously striving
to maintain indigenous forms (such as the village pakarena) and devel-
oping new ones (exemplified by the works of Bu Nani and Pak Halil) in
response to pressures and incentives from government programmes and
policies.22 Pressure for conformity to national, Javanese-dominated
aesthetic norms is felt very unevenly - most by the educated urban elite,
far less by villagers. When a province-wide festival brings together per-
formers from various classes, localities, and ethnic groups, one gets a sense
of the remarkable diversity along more than merely ethnic lines. Some
activities contribute to a sense of province-wide identity, others articulate
differences and rivalries within the province. What is shared is not quite a
sense of South Sulawesian identity, but a renewed sense of the power in
'local culture' (however narrowly defined) - performance traditions, old
forts and regalia, new cultural parks. Scholars have been looking at Torajan
society in South Sulawesi rather closely (Crystal 1977; Kartomi 1981;
Volkman 1984; among others). My initial study of the larger arena in which
Torajan and lowland Bugis, Makassarese, and Mandarese cultures interact
reveals a dynamic arena in which local cultural traditions are enjoying
renewed legitimacy, along with varying degrees of redefinition, corn-
modification, and pan-provincial blending. And though outside, national
pressures are considerable, the internal dynamism begs further scholarly
attention.

22 Several recent articles deal insightfully with the question of Indonesian state policy
and the arts of theatre (Hatley 1993), music (Kartomi 1993), and literature (Foulcher
1990).
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